ASSOCIATE PROJECT ENGINEER

Posting ID: EM196084B7

Company: Mechanical Products Nevada, Inc.

Position Type: Full-Time

College Major(s): Mechanical Engineering (ME)

Company Website: http://www.mpnevada.com

Work Location: Las Vegas

Salary: Highly Competitive

College Level(s): Undergraduate-Senior, Alumni

OVERVIEW

Mechanical Products Nevada, Inc. is a Manufacturer's Representative of applied products in the commercial and industrial HVAC markets. We help our clients to meet their business, project or building objectives by applying new construction and aftermarket HVAC equipment and services at competitive prices. Our engineering based approach provides value, quality and efficiency to our contractor, engineering and end user clients.

Roles and Responsibilities

An Associate Project Sales Engineer's primary responsibility is to assist Sales Engineers and clients in the application, promotion and sale of Applied HVAC equipment for large commercial and industrial projects. The PSE would serve the following typical functions: Independently assist SE's on energy driven equipment replacement projects typically based on large chilled and hot water systems: Ability to complete mechanical energy consumption and operating expense analysis; Basic CAD skills used to lay out custom equipment and limited mechanical rooms; Equipment selections using manufacturer's selection programs to satisfy project objectives; Equipment pricing; Plan takeoffs RFP creation to address proposed Energy Conservation Measures (ECM); Owner/Engineering oriented focus rather than a contractor focus

Education and Qualifications

A Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering

Preferred Skills

A combination of technical, communications, project management and people skills; "Applied" mechanical HVAC system field experience and knowledge is a strong plus and preferred; Additional pluses include involvement with professional organizations such as ASHRAE, ASME, RES, etc.
How to Apply
Chuck.Trusty@mpnevada.com